
We have increased our inventory 
to respond quickly to your needs.

We are here to support you.

It’s Time
to Rebuild!

Follow Safety and Current NEC Guidelines

Now that you are replacing devices, it might 
also be the time consider energy-saving and 
convenience solutions

Look to the experts at Leviton for advice and 
appropriate electrical solutions.

Contact your Leviton representative 
SAFE & RELIABLE WIRING DEVICES • OVER 115 YEARS IN THE INDUSTRY 
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Emergency Preparedness Solutions 
Replacement & Renovation Items

GFCI Devices
-   Current NEC requirements  

dictate use in areas where  
water is present

-   Reduced depth makes it easier  
to install in any electrical box

Switches
-   A staple of any rebuild or 

renovation. Consider toggle, 
Decora and new Edge  
Solution to get the job  
done quickly

While-In-Use Covers
-  Complies with NEC® 

-  Required in outdoor  
locations

-  UL listed as “Extra Duty”  
to mitigate breakage

AFCI and 
AFCI/GFCI Devices
-  Arc Fault requirements are now 

a part of all modern electrical 
Codes. Their use reduces the 
chance of electrical fires due 
to electrical arcing

-  Reduces nuisance tripping

-  Superior resistance to electrical 
surges and over-voltages

Tamper-Resistant 
Receptacles
-  The #1 replacement device 

associated with flood 
damage

-  Choose duplex, Decora and 
new Edge Solution to get 
the job done quickly

Visit our leviton.com for more information.Contact your Leviton representative.

Load Centers
-  Optional Internet 

connectivity

-   All plug-on 
design for fast 
and easy installation

-  Available Smart 
circuitry enables 
energy management, 
firmware updates, 
remote monitoring, 
tripping and more

Decora Smart Devices
-  Integrated timer function for use on 

outdoor lights is key. From there you 
may want to offer as option for rest 
of house

-  Smart phone operation and  
Programming

-  Switches, Dimmers, Receptacles, 
Fan Speed, Scene, Plug-in and more

Lighting Controls
-   Available in residential 

and commercial grade

-   Distributed controls, 
daylighting controls, 
wireless controls,  
dimmers, fan speed 
controls, occupancy/
vacancy sensors, relay 
panels, timer switches 
and more


